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EXECUTIVE SESSION

MARKUP SESSION

H.R. 13385, DEBT LIMIT BILL; S. 3279, AIRCRAFT AND
AIRPORT NOISE REDUCTION ACT OF 1978; AND VARIOUS
MINOR REVENUE BILLS.

THURSDAY, JULY 27, 1978

United States Senate,

Committee on Finance,

Washington, D. C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 11:32 a.m., in

room 2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Russell B. Long,

(Chairman of the Committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Talmadge, Byrd, Nelson, Bentsen,

Matsunaga, Curtis, Dole, Packwood and Danforth.

The Chairman. I am going to ask if we can move some of these

tax bills. Senator Byrd has been holding some hearings and

doing a good job for us.

First, let's look at the debt limit bill. I want to ask this

question for Senator Byrd and the others. In view of the fact we

are going to have to pass a debt limit bill since if we can't

pay our Government debts, the Government is going to have to

come to halt. This bill is limited, it would only carry them

through until about March of next year, March 31st. Should we

put this bill on out and put it on the calendar?

Senator Byrd. That would be my suggestion, Mr. Chairman.
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My suggestion would be we report that bill out. I would like to

reserve the judgment as to whether I might have an amendment which

does not deal with any of these figures. But other than that, I

would recommend this committee report this bill out.

Senator Dole. I move it be reported.

The Chairman. All in favor say "aye".

(Chorous of ayes.)

The Chairman. Opposed, "no".

(No response.)

The Chairman. The ayes have it.

Let's take the next one, which is aircraft and noise. We

have a lot of other bills. Let me ask you, if we take enough

time to hold a hearing on our part of this measure, would we have

time to take care of this matter during this session? How is

the House going to participate on it?

Mr. Shaprio. Mr. Chairman, the House Ways and Means Committe4

and the House Public Works Committee each voted out their portion

of the bill. It has been sent to the Rules Committee and the

Rules Committee held a hearing on it and has not acted and indicat

that it would not do so at the presen time and is waiting for the

two committees to come back to it.

So, it is not pending for action yet in the House.

In the Senate, the Senate Commerce Committee has reported out

its bill and has referred it to this committee for action. As I

indicated, the House has not passed its bill, and there are no



3

3 1 present plans for the bill to come to the House Floor. So, if

2 the Finance Committee would like to hold a hearing on the bill,

3 there would appear to be time from the standpoint of a House

4 bill coming over.

'n 5 It is not clear to me as to whether there is any pressure on tht

6 Senate to have to take up this bill. In any event, the House-

7 passed bill does not appear to be coming over any time soon, or

8 at least, it is not scheduled.

9 The Chairman. I am going to suggest that we hold this one ov r

10 nd see if we can schedule a hearing to obtain more information
z

11 before we report it.

12 If there is no objection, we will move on to the matter of thez

13 revenue bill.

14 Senator Byrd. Senator Cannon is anxious to get that bill

15 through as quickly as possible.

16 The Chairman. I am not proposing we delay it to the extent

17 it can't become law in this session. I am not killing the bill.

18 I would like to hold a hearing on that aspect of it. It does

a 19 involve a significant tax item.

20 Senator Bentsen. I agree with that, Mr. Chairman. And in

21 addition, I think time is of the essence because of what is happen-

22 ing on aircraft and replacement of aircraft and we have to take

23 advantage of the new engines in replacement aircraft that would

24 substantially reduce the amount of noise.

25 I share with Senator Byrd and Senator Cannon the desire, and
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4 1 I am sure that we will have an early hearing on this so we can give

2 consideration.

3 The Chairman. We will do it very soon. I have no intention

0 4 of delaying this bill to the extent it prevents the bill from

5 coming up.

6 Let's turn to the next matter.

N 7 Mr. Shapiro. The next item on your agenda are a series of

8 bills that have passed the House and on which Senator Byrd's Sub-

9 committee on Taxation and Debt Management held a hearing on June

10 19th. The staff pamphlet before you has a listing of those

11 bills. Senator Byrd would like to have the last bill, item

& 12 number 12, go out first and then just go in order after that.

13 Although I will say H.R. 8811, revocability of election to

14 receive the Tax Court judge retired pay is a House-passed bill

Owl.15 which provides --

16 Senator Bentsen. Bob, tell us where you are.

o ~ 17 Mr. Shapiro. There is a pamphlet right here, staff pamphlet,

18 and I was reading from the summary of that pamphlet, the first

19 page, which has a table of contents which has a list of 12 bills

20 on which Senator Byrd held a hearing in his subcommittee, and

21 he would like for number 12 on that list to be the first one

22 brought up.

23 The Chairman. Let me just suggest this: We are going to need

24 some revenue bills, just numbers, House numbers that we could

25 use, vehicles to act on the legislative proposals in the revenue
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area during the remainder of this session. We used the technique

2 of bunching some of these bills together and then saving those

3 numbers to take care of the various other bills that had to be

4 passed. For example, we made available four of our bills to

5 serve as the horse for those riders that came out of the Energy

6 Committee so that they could have a bill on which they could attack

7 theirs.

8 8 So, we are running short of bills that we could use to put

' our legislation. I would suggest we first agree on the substance

E- 10 of these measures, if we so want to agree, and then we can bunch

11~ them together so we report about three bills and keep the remainder

12 of them here in this committee so we can have something we can

13 offer our own legislative proposals, and anything else the

9 1414 Senators want to offer.

15 I suggest, first, we just approve the substance of these

O 16 measures and then we will decide in what fashion we will report

17 them.

18 Let's look at number 12. Is there any objection to that?

19 Senator Curtis. That is the Russ Train matter? Why don't

20 we pass it and go on to something else?

21 The Chairman. Without objection, we will agree to that.

22 Senator Byrd. In connection with that, Judge Quealyof the

23 Tax Court, would like to be considered as an amendment to that

24 bill. Do you have that information?

25 Mr. Shapiro. Yes, Mr. Quealy, who is presently a sitting
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7 1 retirement for his Tax Court judgeship period in order to account

2 for the full 15 years.

3 For Judge Quealy to serve on the Tax Court and get the

4 15 years, may require him to be reappointed. This would allow him

S5 to retire presentlyor within the next several years before his

6 period terminates, and get the full retirement, but by counting his

S7 Civil Service years.

S8 He would leave in the Civil Service retirement fund the

S9 money he has already contributed.

5

0S10 Senator Nelson. Would the Tax Court service time be counted
z

c 11 for computation of his Civil Service retirement in years?

&12 Mr. Shapiro. I am not sure of that. I am sorry, that is cor-

13 rect. Bill Morris is familiar with that case. He reminds me he

O14 would. He is presently making his contribution to that fund and

15 it does count.

p 16 Senator Nelson. His Tax Court contributions would --

0 17 Mr. Shapiro. Would count toward Civil Service retirement,

IS18 but the Civil Service retirement would not give him as much as his

m19 Tax Court retirement, but it is counted.

20 Senator Nelson. I have great reservations of converting in

21 that fashion, myself. That is a different issue from the Train --

22 Mr. Shapiro. It is a different type of issue. I was saying

23 it is the reverse situation, but a different type of Issue.

24 Senator Nelson. Do I understand Judge Train did not serve

25 long enough in the Tax Court to be eligible for any retirement at a
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8

8 I Mr. Shapiro. Judge Train is in a situation where he was in

2 Civil Service and served many years. Then, he went to the Tax

3 Court and made an irreparable election and did not serve the mini-

4 mum period of time. Although he has over 30 years of combined

5 service, Tax Court and Civil Service, he would get no Federal

6 retirement.

7 Senator Nelson. That is quite a different situation.

8 Mr. Shapiro. That is correct..

9 Senator Nelson. From using your Federal Civil Service years

10 in order to qualify you for eligibility for a higher pension plan

S 11 in the Tax Court.

z 12 Mr. Shapiro. That is correct. What I meant by the reverse,

13 only he is trying to count Civil Service years for Tax Court

14 in the Judge Quealy situation.

15 Senator Nelson. The judge can count the Tax Court for Civil

16 Service retirement?

17 Mr. Shapiro. That is correct. He is not foreclosed of a

18 pension like Judge Train would have been.

19 Senator Nelson. I would oppose that amendment. He is eligibl

20 to use all of his years for his Federal Civil Service. To turn

21 around and convert the Civil Service to Federal Tax Court, for

22 purposes of giving him a higher pension, I don't think it is justi-

23 fiable.

24 Senator Byrd. He has served nine years. As I understand it,

25 if he served another six years, he will be eligible for full
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9 1 retirement under the Tax Court.

2 Mr. Shapiro. That is correct. He was serving in 1969 when tl

3 rules were changed. In 1969, Congress revised the retirement pro-

4 gram and you required a 15-year term, where previously, it was a

5 12-year term. The way this amendment would work is that it would

6 only apply to sitting judges in 1969, when the rules were changed.

7 I think it is appropriate to mention for the record that this

8 amendment would also cover the chief judge of the Tax Court right

d 9 now, Judge Featherston, who does not want to be associated with th
0

U 10 amendment because, being chief judge, he would benefit. Although

4)11 he is covered under the amendment because it would apply to his

12 case, he is not posing an amendment on his own behalf.

13 Senator Nelson. May I raise a question, Mr. Chairman? At

14 first impression, I would be opposed to that. Although, it is

15 first impression, let's go ahead with the House bill and leave

16 this other question for subsequent consideration. I don't like

17 tormake an off-the-top-of-my-head judgment.

18 The Chairman. Okay, then we will do that.

o 19 Back to one.

20 Mr. Shapiro. We can skip the first two bills. The

21 substance of that was added as an amendment to another bill. Ther

22 were hearings held in response to a question on the Senate Floor.

23 It has already been dealt with by the committee.

24 Item two, there was no testimony at the hearings. As I

25 understand, Senator Byrd --
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10 1 The Chairman. You say item one, are you suggesting we skip

2 over that?

3 Mr. Shapiro. The Finance Committee has already added the

4 substance of that to another bill.

k 5 Senator Packwood. Which one do you mean, H.R. 1337?

6 Mr. Shapiro. S. 3134.

7 Item two on the list, there was no one to testify at the

8 8 hearings. As I understand it, Senator Byrd would like to pass that

0 4 9 over now and go to item three on the list.

10 The Chairman. All right.

11 Mr. Shapiro. Item three is H.R. 1337. It is constructive

12 sale price for excise tax on certain articles. This was a bill that

13 was passed in the House which deals with a situation where you wou d

14 have excise tax on parts and you have a case where you have a

15 manufacturer selling the parts directly to a retail dealer and

16 alternatively, where he sells it directly to a retail consumer.

E 17 An excise tax on the trucks would depend on, in the case of

18 the consumer, there is no middle person in it, it is a manufactures's

a 19 excise tax. You have to have a constructive sales price, other-

20 wise you would have situations in equities between the retail

21 dealer and consumer, because different retail dealers would

22 have to tax at one level and the consumer would have to pay anothe

23 tax and you would have different excise taxes.

24 So, consumers would be treated differently whether they purchise

25 the trucks directly from the manufacturer or whether they purchase1
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1 the truck from a retail dealer.

2 The House bill corrects that situation by providing the manu-

3 facturer's excise tax in the situation of a constructive sales

4 price at the retail level and this would provide an equitable

5 situation across the board.

6 Previously, Internal Revenue Service would say you need to pa,1

7 a constructive sales price or a higher wholesale price.

8 Senator Nelson. In other words, you pay 75 percent, but if

9 the cost of production was higher, you paid the higher --

10
10 Mr. Shapiro. You paid that higher cost if that cost was

11 higher. And this bill corrects that,providing a uniform, separate

d 121 sales price across the board in that case.

13 Senator Curtis. This is the one that has passed the House

14 and is favored generally by the industry?

15 Mr. Shapiro. Yes, it is.

C i 16 Senator Byrd. And Treasury does not oppose it, I understand.

17 Mr. Shapiro. No, they don't. I want to point out you have

18 another piece of paper put together by the staff of the Finance

19 Committee and Joint Tax Committee, which includes the summary of

20 testimony of witnesses before ths subcommittee, which indicated

21 some of the points they would like to be considered.

22 On this particular bill, there are two statements that were

23 presented to the subcommittee. One was an interpretati3n of the

24 House bill, which required a committee report statement. There is

25 a question as to whether or not the language in the House bill
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12 1 would require a constructive sales price only in the case where all

2 sales were retail sales and whether it would require manufacturers

3 meaning to only sell at retail without having to sell to wholesalers

4 or retail dealers.

5 That was not.the intent of the House bill. I think it would

6 be appropriate to have the committee report language and the

7 Finance Committee to correct that interpretation.

8 Senator Talmadge (presiding). Is there any objection

4 9 to reporting the bill?

N 10 Senator Byrd. I understand someone on the committee might

11 want to bring up the question of intercity buses as an amendment

12 to this bill. Are you familiar with that?

13 Mr. Shapiro. Yes, I am, sir.

14 Senator Byrd. That legislation, as I understand it, has alreay

15 passed the Senate several times.

0 16 Mr. Shapiro. It has passed the Senate. It is previously

17 in conference on the energy tax bill, which would take the excise

18 taxes off buses, off bus parts, off tires and, in effect, eliminates
1919 all excise taxes related to buses and its related parts and tires.

20 That is presently in the energy bill.

21 It is not clear as to the status of the energy bill right

22 now in conference. However, I know there is a great deal of

23 interest among a number of Senators and Congressmen that if the

24 energy tax bill should not be agreed to, that there are a number

25 of provisions in that tax bill that may be separately considered,
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32 1 such as this provision, as well as some of the insulation credits

13 2 and some of the other various provisions.

3 As to wether to deal with that measure at this point is

4 something the committee can decide. I think you are going to have

5 that issue on many of the provisions in the tax bill.

6 Senator Talmadge. Do you propose that amendment, Senator

7 Byrd?

8 Senator Byrd. That proposal has already passed the Senate?

9 Mr. Shapiro. It has already passed the Senate.

10 Senator Byrd. I say no objection to putting it on this bill

11 if it has already passed the Senate anyway.

.Senator Dole. Are we going to have a lot of other things to

13 add on?

14 Mr. Shapiro. I think what the committee may want to address

C 15 itself to would be taking a number of provisions out of the tax

~16 16 bill and putting it on separately. If the energy tax bill is not

17 going to be pursued, I think there will be a time when there will

18 be a great deal of interest of taking the provisions off--

19 Senator Byrd. Why don't we let it be.

20 Senator Talmadge. There is a letter from Senator Haskell

21 in the matter of H.R. 3500 and H.R. 1337, that is the

22 bill now under consideration.

23 "Please vote by proxy in support of this legislation. In the

24 matter of H.R. 1337, could you please ask the Joint Committee on

25 Taxation whether the costfloorconcept is a creation of the Interna
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14

Revenue and the Treasury and not a part of Section 4216(b) of

the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. The answer is in the affirma-

ative, that is, the cost floor concept is a creation of IRS. Woul

you please direct that language stating that H.R. 1337 is a restate-

ment of the present law in regard to cost floor concept be included

in the committee report".

Will you respond to that?

Mr. Shapiro. That is the basic purose of the bill, to eliminzt

that cost floor concept, and what this bill does is provide the

constructive sales price across the board previously under the

ruling that Senator Haskell has reference to.

You have a constructive sales price or wholesale cost, which

is the cost floor, whichever was higher. In IRS, many times, they

go to the actual cost, that cost floor and the House bill eliminates

a proportion and provides a constructive sales price as the only

method of proposing excise tax.

Senator Talmadge. Is there any objection to reporting the

bill?

Senator Nelson. I notice the committee report's suggested

date.

Mr. Shapiro. Senator, this bill has a date on which the

House initially considered the bill. It would cause some problems

from the problem of a retroactive fact because of the sales that

may have already been made. The typical provision you have in the

excise tax bill before the committee is to make it effective in
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15 I the first calendar quarter beginning more than 30 days after the

2 date of enactment.

3 You generally use that effective date for excise tax bills.

4 Senator Nelson. Are you suggesting the Treasury date of

5 September 1?

6 Mr. Shapiro. The Treasury just wants to make a prospective.

7 What I am saying, this is a prospective date which is the one you

8 usually have. Treasury just moved it up one year to September 30,

9 1978. It is possible this bill may not be passed by then, which

0 10 would present the same problem.
0

11, In addition, after you pass an excise tax bill, there needs

S12to be a period of time to have these adjustments made. In the

past, almost all the excise tax bills do have this first quarter,

S14 30 days after the date of enactment for effective date and one

15C 15you may want to adopt.

16 16Senator Talmadge. What are you suggesting, 30 days after -- 1

~17 Mr. Talmadge. First calendar quarter, beginning more than 30

18 days after date of enactment.

19 Senator Talmadge. Is there any objection? Without objection,

20 the bill is so modified.

21 Is there any objection to reporting the bill as modified?

22 Without objection, it will be reported.

23 Senator Bentsen. Mr. Chairman, let me comment on what Senatoj

24 Byrd has alluded to and Senator Dole, on the excise tax on inter-

25 city buses and the energy aspects of it.
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I don't want us to get involved in a brinksmanship here.

I am also concerned of what Senator Dole talked of, in starting to

dismantle that bill. I would hope the staff really keeps a close

watch on this. At some point, if we don't make progress on the

other, we are going to have to start doing that to save some of

these measures we think we are reporting for energy purposes.

Senator Byrd. You are on that committee.

Senator Bentsen. Yes.

Senator Byrd. Do you feel this might be a little early?

Senator Bentsen. I don't know where we stop if we start

pulling this out. At some point, we are going to have to make some

progress.

Mr. Shapiro. The next bill is H.R. 1920, which provides for

the repayment of alcohol taxes and duties after a loss due to

disaster or damage.

Under present law, there is an excise tax on alcohol which is

imposed before the products leave the site of the production to

marketing channels. If the products are subsequently sold or

otherwise made unmarketable or condemned before their sale, it is

possible that they can get a refund of these taxes that they have

paid only if there is a major disaster.

In other words, in this case, you pay the excise tax before

they are sold,while the alcohol is on the premises. You can only

get a refund if there is a major disaster that causes the damage

of the alcohol beverages. The House-passed bill expands the
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definition of the circumstances under which these distilled

spirits, wines, beer and so forth, are eligible to get a refund

of their taxes, and this expansion covers periods of loss from

fire, flood, casualty or other disaster or from damage, not

including theft, resulting from vandalism and malicious mischief.

It was believed that if these items are not sold, that the

Federal Government should not be able to collect a tax on it. That

was the concept under the House bill. I should point out that the

Treasury Department opposes this bill. Maybe they should comment

on it.

Very briefly, they argue this would provide an insurance, the

Federal Government be an insuror with respect to these taxes. If

the products are sold and they get their tax money back that they

would not have to go out and get as much insurance.

Senator Packwood. This kind of exception doesn't apply to an

other pre-paid excise or custom taxes, does it?

Mr. Shapiro. We are taking about cases of manufacturers'

excise tax. In the case of the automobile, when you pay the tax,

I assume the car isn't sold --

Senator Packwood. Any excise tax paid at the point of

manufactur would not be recoverable if the item is damaged or lost

Mr. Shapiro. I think the purpose of the House bill is in the

case of alcohol beverages, the tax is very high. In fact, in some

cases, the tax is more than the cost of the product. If the pro-

duct is not sold, it is actually destroyed or damaged, the Federal,
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18 1 Government should not collect a tax on something there was no

2 profit on.

3 Senator Packwood. But the loss is insurable?

4 Mr. Shapiro. That is correct. That is the argument on the

5 other side and it was debated.

6 Senator Dole. How much money are we talking about?

7 Senator Nelson. $500,000 a year.

Senator Byrd. Another aspect, I think, that should be

9 mentioned is, this is being sought, for the most part, by those,

10 what, 20 States, 20-odd States that have an alcoholic beverage

control system.

12 Mr. Shapiro. There are more than 15, Senator.

13 Senator Byrd. Fifteen to 20 States. Those States with an

14 alcoholic berage control system are interested in this legislation.

15 I tyink it-would be very helpful to the States.

16 Senator Bentsen. Apparently, my State has one. I understand

17 it is supported and they make the point that you have made, Bobby,

18 that a very high proportion of the cost of the alcoholic products

is in the excise tax as compared to other types of products.

20 So, we have a loss, a very substantial portion of it is in pre

21 paid tax, itself.

22 The Chairman (presiding). Let me mention one thing that

23 happened while I was out of the room. Harry Byrd mentioned the

24 tax on buses, which we voted to repeal on the energy bill. Has

25 the House also voted to repeal that excise tax on buses?
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1.9

Mr. Shapiro. I think it isn't a House-passed bill, but I

think the Senate expanded that in some respects. I can't

recall exactly. My impression is there may be the same provisions

in both bills.

The Chairman. My thought was it would be good to have a

Ploor amendment standing by that could be offered on one of these

revenue bills to take care of that. That will be taken care of if

we can ever pass that energy tax hill, but the way it stands right

now, Chairman Ullman is standing in the door and taking the view

he is not going to let in crude oil ecialization. rf that crude

oil eaualization can't be massed, then we ouaht to be sending over

things which can nass on their own merits and enact as mrany of the-f

as we can.

I think it would be good to have one or two of these items

standing by, maybe later on one about the insulation of homes that

we can get on through so that in the event that bill should fail

to become law in this Congress we could at least take care of

the best items. That is the non-controversial items.

Mr. Shapiro. That particular one is clearly not a contro-

versial one. The staff will have an amendment orepared at the

apyoronriate time it could be offered on the Floor.

The Chairman. I suggest we do that, Harry. Anybody can

offer it, but that is a non-controversial thing. we nrobably

will slide on through.

There may be a few others. Do you want to vote on the
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20

1 alcohol thing?

2 Senator Syrrl. Tae ought to bear Treasury's position.

3 Mr. Falmerin. As Bobby mentioned, we think this is an

4 excention to other nrovisions. It gives free insurance for this

5 nortion of the cost of inventory and treats neople wh', pay other

6 excise taxes differently than people who pay limuor taxes. It also

7 can be difficult to administer because the exception applies to

8 losses by vandalism or malicious mischief, but it doesn't analy

0 9 if the loss is by theft only if somebody has the licuor out there

o 10 drinking it. So the tax should he pail, and it doesn't analv to
z

1 i losses caused by mishandling. That creates a nroblem in trying to

6 12 draw a line, particularly in some kind of disaster or civil dis-

13 order.

W 14 Senator Bentsen. Mr. Chair-an, if I might respond on the

15 nosition of the administration of it and the possible nroblems,

16 as I understand it, it would not he a spirit problem, because the

17 Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Fire Arms has pronnlgated regula-

18 tions regarding the proof of loss under existing refund provisions

19 and those regulations fujlly protect the Revenue and the Govern-

20 ment's interest in it.

21 So if this was enacted, the appropriate regulations would be

22 issued, I would think, by that agency that accomplished both the

23 purnoses.

24 Senator Dole. Vote.

25 The Chairman. All in favor say aye: opposed, no.
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2 5 Wh ich is
The next b ill is ItemNo

2 Hr 2028. This provides an excise tax of home producers of beer

3 or wine. This is identical to S. 2930 peC ingres or e d a prn te
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2852, which is credit or refund of fuel excise taxes for aerial

applicators. It has been referred to in the past as the crop

duster amendment. What this does under oresent law, there is a

refund or credit to a farmer when a crop duster uses the airplane

for his field. In many cases it was found the farmer doesn't take

advantage of it and the crop duster would like to have the credit

or refund.

What the provision would do would allow the crop duster to

take the credit instead of the farmer. Presumably that means it

would be reflected in the price. The farmer would pay less.

Senator Dole. Does the Treasury have a suqested amendment

to that?

Mr. Shapiro. The Treasury has an amendment which is listed

on page 2 of your sheet which suggests that the farmer must waive

his right of credit to the crop duster. I think the nurpose of

that is to make sure the farmer is aware of the credit, and it

would >e reflected in the price because the farmer would nay less

because of the credit.

Senator Talmadge. I move the adoption of the Treasury amend-

ment.

The Chairman.

Senator Dole.

The Chairman.

The aves have

Mr. Shapiro.

Without objection, agreed.

I move the bill be reported.

All in favor say aye7 opoosed, no.

it.

Item 7 is 2984, which deals with exemption from
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23
excise tax for farm, horse, or livestock trailers and semi-

2 trailers. Under present law there is a 10 pecent excise tax on

trucks and trailers and so forth. I

4 There is an exemption of that provision under present law forl

5 so-called light duty trucks. They must be less than 10,000 pounds

6 This bill that passed the House provides an additional exemption

if the trailer or semi-trailer is used for farm, horse, or live-7

8stock, meaning that it dose not have to be less than 10,000 pounds88

fThe Treasury has presented a question with regard to this
9

0M 10 particular bill feeling that it was inequitable to discriminate

between a single unit trailer. For examnle, you can have a one-

19

ltthan 10,000 pounds.

Senator B serd. This is only for farm use.0 *~ 15

16 ocr. Shapiro. Only for farm use. it is speci f ied
16

The Chairman. Is there any objection?

18 rwithout objection, the bill will be reported.

w aMr. Shapiro. The next bill is lo. 8, which is h.R 3050,

20 which deals with the tax treatment of returns of magazines, paper-

21 backs and records.

22 This deals with a uest ion of a problem of the accrual and

23 cash base method of accounting. I can qive you a simle example

24 because there are several amendments nrobosed to the committee

25 for that.
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1 You occasionally have magazines which are soll at the end of

2 the year from the distributor to the nqwsstands. Many times the

3 way this works, it is advertised. The more magazines you can get

4 on the stand, the more shelf snace. It is more likely someone is

5 going to buy your narticular magazines. They distribute a great

6 number of magazines and get as many as they can on the shelf,

S7 knowing clearly at the end of the expiration date of thet maga-

S8 zine, many are going to come back,

M 9 The way it works, under the tax laws, theyare taxed on the

12

S10 in-re of all the sales they actually make to the newsstands even

S11 though it is known that at the end -- this is in December, I assumel
t6 12 in December, you sell twice as many magazines. In January,

13 February and March half of them come back. Since the calendar

S15 twice as many magazines as you actually are going to sell becauseI

16 Later LZn the next year you are going to get a return.

S17 W~hat this Provision does is alloiw you to get a credit for

S18 the magazines that come back.

19 Senator Curtis. The House has passed this bill?

20 mr. Shapiro. The House has passed it.

21 Senator Curtis. in its present form it covers the problem

22 for the industry?

23 Mr. Sha~iro, For which industry?

24 Senator Curtis. The industry approves thist?

25 Mr. Shapiro. The industry that is affected by the magazines,
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profit. The initial issue came up because of magazines'. Subse-

2 nuently before the House, before the bill was enacted, paperbacks

and records were added. Instead of giving them this election

4 write-off they were given a suspense account which means when you

5 make a change in accounting methods, which they would require,

6 instead of allowing them to deduct half the magazines right away,

it would suspend it because that would be alle deduction in one

8 year. The proposal agreed to in the douse was to have them

!J11 suspend that on deduction and put that in a susDense account 'where
z

1 they would only get it when their business ended.. But then theyt10
Z

11 changed their accounting method in the future.

12 They would like to get something of the same treatment that

13 the magazines got in the House bill.

1t4 What they are asking to do instead of just having this

15 suspense account, which suspends that first year deduction, that

16 is the big revenue loss, the first year deduction, and then after

17 that it would he what you have each year, the first year the big-

18 gest one. They would like to have that amortized over a 5-year to

9 10-year period. I think they recuestei 5 at the hearings, but the

20 would at least like a 10-year amortization which means you suspend

21 that first year deduction, but then they can take it piecemal,

22 either over a 5-year or 10-year period.

'23 As I understand from staff members who have talked with them,

24 if it would make it easier for the committee to aoree to it, they

25 would defer the taking of that su-,pension period possibly to 1980.
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1 accrued violation pay as a way of getting on a correct system and

2 getting away from the argument of the Revenue implication.

3 It is not necessarily fair to give it back, because if they

4 overpaid an amount of taxes over, say, the last 20 or 25 years,

5 that h's been reflected in the prices. It has been reflected in

6 the take-home of the people who owned the company at that time.

I don't think there is any strong ecuity argument we have to

8 correc; the taxes for prior years right now. We prefer the

9 suspense account, and it enables us to look at the issue on the

10 merits without regard to the revenue. re would, therefore,

1 i 'suagest that everybody, including magazines, be given the suspense

12 account treatment. The House chose to give magazines a more favor

S 13 able treatment than books and records. I think there was a feelin

14 it has a somewhat stronger case, somewhat an-easier case to

15 measure. when you ship out magazines in December, you can tell

16 theyare not going to be sold once the JTanuary issue is on sale.

17 with record aand books, it is not necessarily co clear but

18 those are pretty fine distinctions. we would prefer the suspense

19 account across the board.

20 Senator Talmadge. Members of the Food industry have

21 approached me, or they give coupon incentives and they operate,

22 the way I understand it, under internal Revenue Regulations that

are 50 years old.

24 Senator Matsunaga. Sixty.

25 Senator Talmadge. Since 1918. They know actuarially what
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1 percentage of these coupons will be redeemed. They have been

2 paying their taxes accordingly. Now the IRS has suddenly, with-

3 out changing the law, changed the regulation. They are complain-

4 ing about that and want it fixed like it was.

5 Mr. Shapiro. We are aware of that situation, Senator. They

6 testified in the hearings as well. It is a case where the S&H

7 green stamps have a situation where they are covered with their

8 stamps or other situations with their coupons where they have

9 estimated costs if they redeem the stamps.

0 10 For example, they sell their stamps and they have incomez

11 because they have sold their stamps, but they know this. You

12 tax all the income from the stamps but don't let them deduct the

13 cost of the goods they purchase, which the consumers ae going

14 redwem those stamps for, there will be a mismatch of income and

C 15 cost. They will be paying much more taxes on the sale of the

16 stamps, and later on when the stamps are redeemed the expense will

C . 17 be higher. So there is that lag.
o

18 There is a ruling which cover tthem that allows them to

19 9stimate the cost of redemption of the stamps and merchandise to

20 be sold so they can offset that income. That is existinq law, and

21 applies for trading stamps and coupons. The problem you have

22 reference to is one that is related to which deals with the cost.

23 For example, in newspaper ads we have the media and you see

24 cents off coupons in the newspapers that say 5 cents off the

25 product or you get a box of a cereal and in the bottom there is a
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I it, from 1918.

2 Senator Matsunaga. The earlier ruling?

3 Mr. Shapiro. The earlier ruling.

4 The Chairman. Would they seek a change in the ruling?

5 Mr. Shapiro. They, in effect, would like to be treated like

6 their situation before the rulings.

7 Let me give you a case where a good manufacturer has a

8 box of cereal and they sell it to, let's assume, a grocery store

9 and they get the full price from the grocery store. The grocery

10 store sells it to a consumer who orens the cereal box up and takes

11 out a 5 cents off coupon. Later that coupon is going to be redee

12 'redeemed back at the grocery store and the manufacturer of thez

) 13 cereal is going to have to pay that five cents.

14 What they would like to do is take estimates of the redemptio

15 of the price and reduce the income that they made when they sold

16 that cereal to the grocery store.

17 Senator Matsunaga. And the estimates have been very accurate

18 in past years so that the Internal Revenue Service has had no

S19 9 problem about making the collection on or making the deductions on

20 the estimated amount.

21 Mr. Shaprio. That is what they say.

22 The Chairman. What does the Treasury feel about that?

23 Mr. Halperin. Senator, we agree this is a similar problem in

24 the sense it is a question of proper measurement of income and

25 that under the revenue rulings that came out in 1933 and 1978 I
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1 think the industry has an argument their income is not being

2 measured correctly. It is, again, the issue of being allowed to

3 take reserves for estimated expenses. This is a big problem. We

4 hear about it from product liability, we hear about it from black

XM 5 lung, we hear about it from dealer warranties. we have been

6 meeting with the industry. I think we have an open mind on how

7 this matter should be treated. We haven't been able to agree

8 as of vet that they should get thes ame treatment as the magazines.

4 9 It is difficult in the sense they are asking for a reserve

E 10 for estimated expenses. They are not measuring actual returns

11 which is being measured in the magazines, and in the books and

d 12 records.

o 13 we think we need more time to study this issue and see what

14 its implications are in a great many other areas.

15 The Chairman. Gentlemen, Frankly I don't like the whole

o 16 thing. I don't like the whole cents off business. I think it is

17 kind of a racket and the green stamps is kind of a racket. I go

18 a store and go buy something, I assume the green stamps is 3 per-

19 cent. Well, obviously somebody has to pay for the three percent,

20 and I don't fool around with the fool green stamps so I have to

21 0ay more for the stuff so somebody else will be induceO to go take

22 the blamed green stamps and go paste them in a book and bring them

23 back in, All this kind of foolishness. So by the time you get

24 through with all that trouble and all that mess, you are back

25 where you would have been had they given you a 3 percent discount
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1 to begin with,

2 I knew some fellow that had a tough time making it with his

3 little filling station. The company, I am not sure the oil compan

4 or the company owned the filling station, required you to have

5 the green stamps. Well, he began to have a tough time making it.

He stopped all the green stamps and just cut the price to the

7 public. You wind up paying more for all this junk. I talked

8 to some of these green stamp people and some of their representa-

0 9 tives on what this thing is all about. All the people like it.
- ~ 0

10 They like to go home and the little children sit there and paste

11 the gre-en stamps in the book and all this kind of mess. I don't

12 like it.

To me it is a great big pain in the neck and it costs me

14 money. I don't know why people can't understand it. You pay more
215

because you get the ol green stemps. Nobody is doing you a favor

16 to come back and save the coupon and all that.

17 Senator Curtis. They are not asking you to --

18 The Chairman. If they get the break, I would like to take

19 it away. I don't want to give them anything, they don't benefit

20 me and they don't benefit those people so as far as I am

21 concerned, I am out. Count me out.

22 Senator Matsunaga. Mr. Chairman, I felt the same way you
23 did, As a matter of fact, when I was in the Hawaiian legislature

24 I introduced a bill to abolish all stamps, green stamps and so on,
25 but then I lost. I had to live with it, but here, since we are
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1 of coffee and on the thing it says 5 cents off, 5 cents off. Now

2 then the fellow at the store decided how much money he wants to

3 make. So he puts $1.98 down there and just stamps that on there.

4 So now presumably he has decided he is going to charge you $2.03

5 and he took five cents off to arrive at $1.98. He didn't think

6 about it. He stamped $1.98 and that is what you are going to pay,

7 and rou have been told you have 5 cents off. Off of what? Off

8 of what he would have charged when he heard you were going to take

d 9 the 5 cents off. So he hiked it up 5 cents so he can give you

1- 10 5 cents back.
z

11 The Commerce Committee had some kind of consumer bill and we

d 12 thought our greatest achievement would be to outlaw some of these

13 cents off things to quit deceiving and misleading some of our

14 wives, but now it looks like he is going to give them a tax

15 advantage for the cents off thing.

16 I would like to go to the store and just have them tell me

17 what the fool thing costs, don't tell me you are doing me a favor

18 when youare charging me a lower price. If you fellows want to

19 do that, I will go along with it with this understanding, I did

20 not vote for it. You fellows voted for it.

21 Mr. Shapiro. Let me raise another point I think you should

22 know. I understand some of the cases may be under audit right

23 now with some of the companies. In the past you have not done

24 anything retroactive in some cases, I want you to be aware, there

25 are some cases that I understand may be in audit. You could do
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. one of two things. If the committee wanted to change the rule

2 retroactive, I think you should know that. Alternatively, what

3 you could do if the Treasury wants more time to work this out,

4 you could suspend the revenue rulings for two or three years to

5 allow the Treasury time to work something out with the industry an

6 say ndhing about the past to let the Treasury deal with the audit.

7 The Treasury could work something out with the audit and

8 may not have to come back for anything.,

ci 9 The Chairman. Let's just suspend it for two years. Would

E 10 that be all right?
z

11 Mr. Halperin. Does that have the same impact of changing the

& 12 cases that are now under audit?z

13 Mr. Shapiro. No, this is prospective. What it would mean,

14 you are suspending it for the next two years with no inference on

15 the past.

16 Senator Curtis. You are talking about the proposed amendment

17 Mr. Shapiro. I am talking about the amendment you are talk-

18 ing about with regard to the cents off.

19 Senator Curtis. But not the House bill?

20 Mr. Shapiro. Not the House bill.

21 Senator Curtis. Why don't we approve the House bill and take

22 that suspension?

23 Senator Matsunaga. I would go along with that. Of course,

24 Senator Talmadge is the one who is offering the amendment,

25 Senator Talmadge. What they objected to is changing the law
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1 that has been in effect for 60 vears by decision of the Revenue

2 and not by the Congress. I somewhat subscribe to that view,

3 suspend it for two years and if the Treasury Department wants to

4 make a change, come in and made a recommendation to Congress and

5 we will consider it.

6 The Chairman. Why don't we then just say we will suspend it

7 for two years, but leave it the way it has always been.

Senator Matsunaga. Wouldn't the amendment 3050 be necessary

9 to take effect?

10 Mlr. Shapiro. To your suspension it would, Senator.

11 Senator Matsunaga. If we make your amendment to that effect-

6 12 The Chairman. ithout objection.

13 Senator Danforth. wait a second. What is Treasury's positio

14 on this?

15 Mr. Halperin. I am just trying to think it through. The
0 16 regulations have not been changed. What came out is the revenue

17 ruling which is just the IRS's interrretation of what the regula-
18 tions mean. The cases are now in audit. If rhe taxpayers can
19 convince the court otherwise, they will, obviously, succeed. If
20 you suspend it for the future I guess those cases still go into

21 litigation.

I am trying to figure out what the implication of that is if

1 the IRS was to win those cases, then they have the law established

24 for prior years and we have to kind of switch back from the next

25 two years.



1 Mr. Shapiro. In the cases where you had this issue with othe:

2 matters, you would not want it to affect cases in audit or the

pending litigation, so you have changed the law for the future

without any inference for the past.

u~ 5
You say that is how you decide the law should he for the

6 futu:e. As-for the past, there may be a question and you let

7 the IRS and the courts decide that. This is a orocedlure we are

suggesting that is consistent with what you have done with other

d 9
cases in the past. There are situations where you did not like

0 10 the result done in the past interpreted by the I.S , you went

ahead and changed the law.

12
- -Most of the times you have not. We are suggesting here,

13 in view of the cases in audit, you might want to say the next

14
two years you are suspending the application of revenue rulings

C ~ 15
and you have not inference with the past. You are letting the

16
Internal Revenue Service continue its audit, work it out with

C)

17'C the taxpayers. If the taxpayers do not like how the Internal

18
Revenue Service held, they can go to court on that.

19
Within these two years the Internal Revenue service can work

20 with the taxpayers and change the rules in the future, or Congress

21
can come back at the end of two years and decide, again, what you

22 want to do.

23
Senator Dole. Vote.

24 The Chairman. All in favor say aye; opposed, no.

25
The ayes have it.
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1 Mr. Shaoiro. As I tnderstand, you are making no change to

2 the House passed bill other than adding this susnension period

3 .we are talking about.

4 The next bill on the list is No. 9, H.R1. 5103, which deals

with excise taxes on tires and tread rubber. What essentially

this does is to provide a clarifying treatment of credits or

7 refunds of the manufacturer's exise tax on new or retreaded tires

88m 8 where the sales are later adjusted as a result of warranties or

a 9
guaranties.

0 10 Senator Curtis. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question.z

This again is a House passed bill.

12 Mr. Shapiro. Yes, it is.

13 Senator Curtis. There was some talk afrom Treasury Depart-

14 ment about the need for something in the Committee Report to
i

t5 take care of the situation where there were private brands.C
16S1Mr. Shapiro. In two cases tJere is a private brand tire

o ~ 17
group that recommended a cCommittee Reoort statement that there is

18
no inference intended when the warranty adjustments are made where

19 the tire manufacturer does not extend a warranty or guaranty to

20 the ultimate consumer but reduces the price to the dealer to

21 reflect the anticipated warranty or guaranteed exoenses which the

22 dealer may incur.

23 It is a clarifying type statement in that regard and someone

24 on the staff has worked it out with them.

25
Senator Curtis. That will take care of the situation where
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I Sears sells under their own brand.

2 Mr. Shapiro. There are two cases; one is private tire brands

3 groun. The second is Sears & Roebuck where they want to have

4 Committee Report language that also deals with the case where

5 they receive a private brand and they give the warranty themselves

6 we don't see any problem with either one of those.

7 Senator Curtis. You say you have no objection to either one.

8 If this is approved, you can take care of that language?

9 Mr. Halperin. We had recommended the languaae that Sears has
0

10 asked, a clarification of the 'Committee Report. Fe, I think,

11 Ion't interpret the bill to have the same meaning with respect to

12 the nrivate brand tire group. They are, we thought, not covered

13 by this bill at all. Therefore, they are not entitled to any

14 warranty adjustments.

15 Mr. Shapiro. All we are suggesting here is there is no

16 inference with respect to

17 Senator Curtis. Would you glance at this language here.

18 Mr. Shapiro. Senator, the specific reference you have here,

19 there is no problem in your case. This is included in the report.

20 Senator Curtis. Thank you.

21 Mr. Halperin. The private brand people have asked for the

22 excension of the bill to cover their cases. What we had suggested

23 in talking to the industry and in our testimony on this bill, the

24 whole problem of dealer warranties on tires is really an incredible

25 administrative problem for both the service and the industry, and
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1 not have any statement in the report. The House bill says it does

2 not include them. I think at this point it may say not go in the

3 Committee Report about that other situation.

4 The next bill you have is H.R. 6635, which deals with the

IM 5 interest rate adjustments on retirement savings bonds. Under

6 present law there is interest rate on 4 he individual retirement

S7

8 olan bonds issued by the Treasury Department which remains the
d 8

S9 same from the date the bonds are issued until the bonds are
0
t 10 redeemed. This bill lHR. 6635, would authorize the Treasury

~, 14

Department to make upward adjustments in the interest rate on

d 12 outstanding bonds so that the bond will earn av interest at a

: 3 rate consistent with the rate that is established for Series E

Savings Bonds. This is just say if the Series r Donds are

15 increased, then those rates should be increased as rell. The

16
Treasury Department has suggested a change to that effect. insted

Dam toof tying the interest rate to the Series E Bonds, you should tie

oo 18 the interest rate to retirement bonds, which means that when a

S19
new retirement bond comes out with a hig her interest rate, then

20 the existing retirement bonds would have that same rate.

in1eSo what all this means is you have an interest rate tied

22 directly to retirement bonds on new issues there. I think it may

23 be an appropriate change because then you are having the interest

24 rates on the same types of bonds reflected.

25 so the old retirement, bonds would have the same interest
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rates as the new retirement bonds.

2 The Chairman. Is there any objection?

3 Mr. Shapiro. They changed the effective date to make it

4 accrue.

5 The Chairman. without objection, it will be done.

6 Mr. Shapiro. The last bill you have here is No. 11 on the

7 list. we have already done 12. It is H.R. 8535, which deals

8 with the child care credit for amounts paid to certain relatives.

4 9 Under the Tax Reform Act there is a provision which dealt with ch

10 child care credit, and it would make available to relatives of the

11 taXnayer only if that relative was treated as in employment for

& 12 Social Security tax purposes.z

4 13 Subsequent to the passage of that bill it is determined that

W 14 the definition of employment for Social Security prohibits a lot

15 of grandparents from qualifying for child care credit. That would

16 change the definition to allow those to come under the bill. The

17 only point I understand may be raised with this is that Senator

18 Dole has an identical bill in. The only difference is the effect-

19 ive date. Senator Dole's bill would go back one year earlier than

20 the House passed bill. The House passed bill is effective after

21 December 31, 1977, which means it would apply for this year.

22 Senator Dole, your bill would apply after 1978, which I think

23 is the effective date. It may be when you introduced the bill

24 a while back. I think the House rassed bill is consistent with

25 exactly your bill. It is being updated because it is being
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I Tpassed a little bit later.

2 Senator Dole. That is correct.

3 The Chairman. Without objection, agreed.

4 Senator Curtis. Mr. Chairman, some time ago this committee

5 annroved an amendment relating to the individual retirement. It

6 involved the case where an unconscionable penalty would have

7 been levied. An individual complied with the law and made a mis-

8 8 take and there was a penalty affecting the entire transaction.

4 9 The committee approved the idea. Since then the lanauage has

q 10 been submitted to our staff, the joint staff and the Treasury

11 staff, and they have all agreed, including the Treasury, and I

12 would like to have this new language approved.

13 We have already approved the idea, and then I would like to

14 have it attached to one of these bills, whichever one you,

15 Mr. Chairman, might designate.

C 16 The Chairman. Is there any objection to that? Does Treasury

E 17 object to it?

18 There is no objection. Agreed.

o 19 How would you suggest that we bunch these bills up?

20 Mr. Stern. Mr. Chairman, I have been keeping track as we

21 went along. I think you might take them in the order you took

22 them up. The first bill was H.R. 8811. Then the next two bills,

23 1537 and 1920, would be amendments to that. So you report out

24 8811 with those two others.

25 The Chairman. I guess just by way of packaging you might
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1 want to take the title that appears. Why don't you take 1357 and

2 put the other two numbers on it?

3 Senator Curtis. 1337,

9 The Chairman. Constructive sales price for excise tax on

certain articles.

Senator Curtis. You put what on there?

7 Mr. Stern. 8811, which is the Tax Court provision, and 1920,

which is the repayment of alcohol taxes.

9 Senator Curtis. Is the Treasury supporting all of those?

10 Mr. Stern. They do not supnort H.R. 1920, the repayment of

alcohol taxes.

12 Senator Curtis. The repayment of what?

13 Mr. Stern. Alcohol taxes and duties due to loss or damage,

Item No. 4.14

15 Senator Curtis. I don't want to jeopardize some of these

16 things.

17 The Chairman. Let me ask, what do we have the Treasury is

18 not supporting?

19 Mr. Stern. Item 4, that is H.R. 1920, and Item 7, which is

20 H.R. 2984.

21 The Chairman. Why don't we nut those two together. Treasury

22 objection won't have the effect of defeating the other bills.

23 Senator Curtis. Are Treasury supporting 6 and 9?

24 Mr. Stern. I don't know about support. Those are the two

25 Treasury actually opposed. No, Items 4 and 7, the Chairman
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I referred to earlier, they opposed. I don't know if they support

2 the others.

3 Mr. Shapiro. 6 and 9 have no objection or supnort. They do

@ 4 support both 6 and 9.

5 Senator Curtis. They do support 3o. 6?

6 Mr. Shapiro. Yes.

7 Senator Curtis. I would ask unanimous consent that my

8 IRA amendment then go to one of those bills since they support tha

9 also.

10 The Chairman. If you are going to put, let's say, Items 2,

11 3, and 5 together --

12 Mr. Stern. Item 2 you passed over, Mr. Chairman. So the

13 items you approved here are Items 3 through 12.

14 The Chairman. Item 3, 5, 6 together. But for title pur-

15 poses, use No. 3 for the principal bill in which the other two

16 amendments go.

C 17 Senator Curtis. Could you add the IRA amendment to that?

C 18 The Chairman. It will be all right with me.

o 19 without objection, you will add that one.

20 Then you take items on the paper back, take Item 3050, that

21 is 6. Either add Items 9 and 10 and then Item 11 -- you might

22 as well add it to that one, I guess. Just add those four

23 together.

24 Senator Curtis. I think we should leave No. 12 alone.

25 Mr. Stern. As a separate.bill.
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I Senator Curtis. Yes. I think No. 12 should be separate.

2 Mr. Stern. You are reporting out then 4 bills, under the

3 numbers of H.R. 1337, Item 3; H.R. 1920, Item 4; Item 3, which

4 is H.R. 3050, and then separately H. R. 8811, which is No. 12.

5 And No. 3 would go Items 5-and 6. On Item 0 would go 9,

6 10, and 11. And Senator Curtis' memo would go on Item 3, the

7 constructive sales price or excise tax on certain articles which

8 has with it home producers of beer, wine and aerial applicators.

A 9 Senator Curtis. Mr. Chairman, there are two or three other
0

0 10 items. The hour is late. re don't have very many members here.

11 There will be another meeting?

12 The Chairman. Yes.

13 Thank you.

14 (whereupon, at 12:34 p.m. the committee was recessed.)
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